TOP 20 SPORTSPRESS WORDPRESS
THEMES

Below, you’ll find the best SportsPress WordPress themes that you
can download and use to create any type of sports website.
1. Boxseat
The Boxseat theme has a bold and vibrant design. It can be used for
hockey websites and allows you to create powerful player profiles and
display all the important match statistics, league standings, and
automated leaderboards. The theme is also responsive and has
plenty of customization options.
2. Varsity
The Varsity theme has a modern design that can be used for a single
team website or multi-team websites. You can display important
details about each team as well as all your players. The theme is welldocumented and looks great on all devices and screen sizes.
3. Football Club
Try the Football Club theme if you’re looking for a theme for your
football or soccer team. This theme has a clean and trendy design
with plenty of features designed to help you create an informative and
engaging website. The features include fully automated league
standings, rich player profiles, events calendar, team profiles, and
more.
4. Marquee
This theme is a great choice if you want your fans to get all the
important information about their favorite players in one place. The
theme is fully responsive and you can display league standings,
automated leaderboards, upcoming matches, and more.
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5. Courtside
Building a basketball website? The Courtside theme is a great choice.
The theme has a lively and modern design along with all the
necessary features for a basketball team website: player profiles,
league standings, upcoming matches, unique equation builder, and
more. The theme is also fully responsive.
6. Emblem
The Emblem theme has a fresh design. You can use it for any type of
sports website and you can add as many sports teams as you want.
Each team will have its own professional profile and you also display
information about each player in a rich profile filled with important
player statistics.
7. Premier
The Premier theme has a classic design. It comes with fully
customizable team pages and super flexible league tables. The
theme is fully responsive and you can easily customize it with your
team’s colors.
8. Rookie Plus
The Rookie Plus theme makes it easy to link to your social media
profiles and display featured images in an animated slider. The theme
supports multiple layouts, you can customize it with your team’s
colors and easily add your team logo. Other features such as player
profiles, league standings, and leaderboards are included as well.
9. ZoxPress
The ZoxPress theme is a great choice if you’re looking to create a
sports news website. The theme is fully responsive and comes with
15+ demos as well as full integration with the SportsPress plugin. It
also has over 100 customization options to make it your own.
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10. Gridiron
The Gridiron theme is a great theme for American football and NFL
websites. The theme offers three different homepage styles and you
can display player profiles, match statistics, league standings, and
more. The theme is responsive and integrates with SportsPress,
Elementor, and WooCommerce.
11. Tornados
The Tornados theme has a bold and colorful design made with
basketball sports teams in mind. You can use it for single or multiteam websites and display rich player profiles. The theme features full
integration with SportsPress and you can also open up your team
store and sell your merch to boost your income.
12. TopScorer
The TopScorer theme is a versatile theme that can be used for any
type of sports website. The theme has a clean design and is easy to
customize. You can display information about your team, individual
players, match schedule, league standings, and easily sell tickets
from your website.
13. Rockline
This theme is a perfect choice for small sports team websites as well
as local sports magazines. It’s easy to customize with your choice of
fonts and colors and you can upload your own logo. The theme also
works great with SportsPress and is fully responsive.
14. FC United
FC United is a great starting point for a soccer or football team
website. The theme has several homepage demos to choose from
and uses the Elementor page builder so you can easily create your
own page layouts.
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The theme has several homepage demos to choose from and uses
the Elementor page builder so you can easily create your own page
layouts. The theme comes with complete SportsPress integration so
you can create player profiles, display match statistics, league
standings, leaderboards, and more.
15. Top Club
This theme was designed with soccer and basketball clubs in mind.
Some of the key features include player lists and profiles, fixtures and
results page, league tables, match details, and plenty of
customization options through the Live Customizer. The theme is fully
responsive and integrates with the SportsPress plugin.
16. BigSlam Sports Clubs
The BigSlam Sports Clubs theme comes with two demos: one for
soccer websites and one for basketball websites. It integrates
perfectly with SportsPress so you can easily display all the important
information about your players and teams, league standings, fixtures,
and more.
17. Splash
The Splash theme can be used for soccer, basketball, and hockey
websites. The demos can be installed with a single click and there’s
plenty of customization options to make the theme reflect your own
style. The theme is also responsive and supports WooCommerce.
18. The League
This theme has a classic and stylish design suitable for any type of
sports website. The theme comes with a number of interesting
features such as a custom flyout navigation, custom scoreboard, 8
different article layouts, and more. The theme is responsive and can
be customized to match your style.
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19. Alchemists
The Alchemists theme is a super customizable sports theme that you
can use to create a sports news website or a sports team website.
The theme makes it easy to display player profiles, match statistics
and details, league standings, and tons of different widgets with even
more information that your fans will love.
20. Sportix
The Sportix theme is completely powered by SportsPress so you get
powerful functionality for your website paired with a modern design.
The theme is fully responsive and compatible with WooCommerce.
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